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Abstract
Serving an image as a text is one of the items on the data-base. A variety of methods could be employed. In this paper we have proposed a novel method for converting medical images into textuary formats. Through this method it is possible to create protein sequences of the current biomedical medical images. This is achieved using the protein modelization of digital medical images. Protein modelization of a digital image is an arrangement for allowing numbers of pixels values to be presented as sequences of characters. In this system every pixel values of color scale is procedure into four protein characters. One advantage of protein sequence textuary compared to other image serving methods is the browsing, retrieving and sequence blasting from database.

Introduction
This author kit is designed to assist you in preparing your submission. It is an exact representation of the format expected by the editor. A template in Microsoft Word is available on the Medinfo 2013 World Wide Web server at http://www.medinfo2013.dk. This example provides all the information you require to comply with the Medinfo 2013 submission standards for Scientific demonstrations. The official language of the Medinfo 2013 Congress in Copenhagen, Denmark is English. Values should be in International System units.

To ensure that the greatest opportunity for participation in Medinfo 2013 is made available to researchers and institutions, authors may appear in multiple submissions but may have only ONE submission per category considered where they are the primary or first author [1-6].

Methods and Materials
Protein Modelization of a digital image is an arrangement for allowing numbers of pixels values and pixels maps to be presented as sequence of protein characters. The possible pixel value is arranged from 0 to 255 and the permutations with repetitions of four letters are 256, therefore every pixel values could be procedure into four letters. The first step is to carry out the direct coding of the digital image, with the four letters A, G, C, and T. Alphabet {A, C, G, T} is chosen, because it is the same as in real DNA sequences. The second stage is translation DNA sequence to protein sequence. This is per-formed with translated tools which allow the translation of DNA sequences to protein sequences. ExPASy [7] and Translates Nucleic Acid Sequence Tool [8] are examples of free online translation tools. Last section will execute with multiple sequence alignment. The results will be obtained by the statistical significance of match’s ratio. The similar image could be finding by corresponding degree of similarity (match’s ratio) with image list.

Experiment Results
In this section we present the experiment result of protein modelization using Translate tool and Multiple Sequence
Alignment by CLUSTALW. The experiment performs protein modelization of the eight real lateral ventricles (brain) images (Image). In the first stage the pixels values of each images converted into the virtual DNA sequences. These conversions should be done based on Table 1. The second stage is performed with DNA translation in to protein sequences using translated tools. The statistical significance of matches is calculated by sequence alignments. There are various algorithms and tools could be implemented. The DNA and protein sequences of images are shown in Appendix I and II.

Table 1: Pixel values inside [ ] are replaced by the string of letters.

Table 2: Image comparison based on sequence alignment. This scores has to indicate the degree of similarity.

Results

The sequence alignments are executed to detect percentage of similarity ratio in virtual protein sequences. Based the degree similarity between virtual protein sequences we can categories the images. In every category a collection of objects are similar and according to a given score we can identify the group of objects which are “close” to this score.
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